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1 Introduction

This paper deais with the hyperbolic stochastic partial differential equation

= a3(Xs,t) Wa,t + aA(X3,t) +ai(s,t) ^-+a2(s,t) (1.1)
with initial condition XSit = Xo if (s,t) G T, s - t = 0, T = [0, l]2. The
coefñcients are measurable functions ai : T —► R, i = 1,2, a¿ : R —► R,
i = 3, 4, {W$,t, (s. t) G T} is a white noise on T and Xo a Xo,o-nieasurable
random variable, where E9,u (s, t) G T, is the completion of cr{Wu^v, (u, v) <
(s,t)}.
A solution of (1.1) is a process X — {X3¿, (s,t) G T}, adapted to the
filtration {XSit, (s,í) G T}, satisfying

Xa,t = Xo + Jr 7s,t(.uiv) (a3(Xu>v)dWU'V + a4(Xu>v)dudvy (1.2)
where Rs¿ denotes the rectangle [0. s] x [0,í] and 7Stt(u,v) is the Green
function associated with the second order differential operator

Cf(s,t) d2f{s,t)
dsdt ai(s,t) df(s,t)

dt a2(s,t) df(s,t)
ds

These kind of equations appear in the construction of a Wiener sheet on
manifolds (see [8]). We refer the reader to [11] for the details concerning
existence and uniqueness of solution for (1.2).
The first problem we analyze in this work is the existence of density pz(y)
for the law of X2, 2 G T\E, where E denotes the set {(s, t) G T : s ■ t = 0}.
We study the properties of pz(y) as a function of y and 2, separately.
This is a continuation of the programme developed in [11], where we have
proved the existence of pz(y) and that y \—* Pz(y) is C°° for any 2 G T\E.
In the above mentioned reference the coefñcients a¿, i = 3,4, are allowed
to depend also on (s, t) but, as a counterpart, we impose a non-degeneracy
condition of Hórmander’s type involving only derivatives of <23 up to the first
order. Here we State this result under more general conditions, actually,
the so called Hórmander’s condition in the case of diffusions (see (H3) in
Section 2).
In a second step we show that 2 —y Pz{y) is Lipschitz continuous for any
fixed y G R. The ideas used to study this problem have been recently
developed in [7], where a similar problem for the probability law of the
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solution to a parabolic stochastic partial differential equation is studied.
The idea consists in proving the estimate

E(f(Xg)-f(Xz.))\<C\\F\U z — z (1.3)

for any smooth function / and every z,z' 6 T, where F denotes the primitive
of /.
The stochastic integral in (1.2) does not possess the martingale property.
Henee it is not possible to apply an Itó formula to get an expression for the
left hand-side of (1.3). However, a Taylor expansión and the integration by
parts formula of Malliavin Calculus do the job.
Consider small perturbations of the noise W given by a parameter z E (0,1].
The evolution equation driven by this noise is given by

xlt = xo+[ 'ysAu’v)(£aÁxl,v)dWu,v + a4(X^v)dudvy (1.4)
Let p£z(y) be the density of X\ for 2 G T\E. As e —*■ 0, the solution of
(1.4) tends to a deterministic function. So, we expect pz(y) to converge to a
degenerate density. The second question we study in this paper is the rate
of that convergence. Suppose x := Xo is deterministic; then, under general
hypoelliptic conditions

lim s2 log p£z{y) = C(x,y). (1.5)

The quantity C(x,y) in (1.5) is described in terms of the skeleton of (1.2). a
notion which is relevant for the characterization of the topological support
for the law of X = {X2, z € T} and to establish a large deviation principie
for Xe = {XI 2 G T} (see [11], [12]).

Let H be the Cameron-Martin space associated with the Brownian shm
W = {Ws,t, (s, t) G T}. That means, H is the set of functions h : T —> A

such that ||h||ft := ^JT (s, t)^j dsdtj < 00. The skeleton of A'. with
deterministic initial condition x, is the solution to the evolution equation

s$,t = x+ í 7sÁuiv)(a3(Su,v) hu,v + <h(SÍv)) dudv, heli, (Id)

where hu<v denotes the derivative (u, v).
Let

d2{x,y) = iní {\\h\\^ : = y}. 17
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Then, the limit in (1.5) is

C(x,y) = d2(x,y).

For diffussions, (1.5) is the classical Varadhan estímate. Léandre and Russo,
in a series of papers, have developed a method, combining large deviations
estimates and Malliavin Calculus, which allows to analyze this problem for
several examples of stochastic partial differential equations (see, for instance,
[1], [3], [4], [6]). In all these examples a non-degeneracy condition of elliptic
type is required. We use here this method, but the novelty is that hypoel-
liptic conditions can also be allowed. This rests on the fact that we are able
to check a regularity condition on the skeleton, that is, (D Sz, D Sz)t-c > 0
(see Lemma 3.7).
Finally, we study the finiteness of d2(x, .). This question is related to the
characterization of the support for the law of Xz, stated in [12].
Here is the Índex of the paper. Section 2 contains the results concerning
existence and properties of the density, section 3 those related with the
asymptotic behaviour of p€z. The paper closes with a very short appendix,
quoting the properties on the Green function 72(77) used along the paper. As
usually, all constants will be denoted by C independently of its valué. For all
questions concerning Analysis on the Wiener space (notions and notation)
we refer the reader to [9].

2 Properties of the density
In this section we assume the following conditions on the coefficients:

(Hl) ai : T —► R, i = 1,2 are bounded, differentiable, with bounded
derivatives,

(H2) a¿ : R —► R, i = 3,4 are infinitely differentiable with bounded deriva¬
tives of any order,

(H3) either az(Xo) ^ 0 a.s. or there exists an integer no > 1 such that
<4^(Xo) = 0 a.s., for any 0 < n < no — 1 and (a^a^Xo) 7^ 0 a.s.,
where, for n = 0, = 03.

Our purpose is to prove the following result
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Theorem 2.1 Under (Hl), (H2) and (H3), for any z £ T\E, the law of Xz
solution to (1.2) is absolutely continuous with respect to Lebesgue’s measure
on R and the density, pz, is infinitely differentiable. In addition, for any

y £ R, the mapping

Remark 2.2 For coefficients a¿, i = 3,4, depending also on time, the
existence of a C°° density pz{-) has been proved in [11] (see Proposition 3.7),
under non-degeneracy conditions of type (H3) involving only derivatives of
first order. In particular, assuming either <23 (Xo) 7^ 0 or a'3(Xo) = 0 and
(03 a4)(Xo) 0 a.s.

The proof of theorem 2.1 needs the property stated in the next Proposition.

Proposition 2.3 For any z = (s,t) £ T, h £ (0,1 — s], v £ [0,1], let

Zs,t{h-> v) = + v(Xs+h,t X,*).

Then, ¿/(Hl), (H2) and (H3) are satisfied,

Proof. We will prove the following equivalent property: for any p £ [1,00)
there exists £0 such that

(2.1)

for any £ < £q.
Let {Yz(r]), 0 < 77 < z < (1,1)} be the solution to

Then DVXZ = as(Xv)Yz(r])l[0>z](r]). Set Y3hf(rj) = Ys,t(ri) + u(ys+M(r?)
YsA7?)), and 7s’tiv) = 7s,t(»7) + v(p/s+hAv) ~ 7
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We first study the case 03(^0) ^ 0. Fix £,0,6 € (0,1) and define C|¿(e) =
(0, e®) x (t — £S, t) then

P{J IDnZ9tt{h,v)\2dr} < ej < qi{e,P) + 9i{e,0),
with

<h (s,p)

Q2(e,0)

P{b (e) Y^{Tl) ~ fl3(X0)*(??1’ e)fá7? > £} ’
P l / a¡(Xo) (m,t)2dv < 4£ > ,

{Jc9,0^ J
V - {vil ri¬
la [11] (see (3.9) and (3.10)) we have proved, for p € [l,oo).

sup E(\Xv-Xo\2p)<Ce0p, (2.2)
7?eC^,í(e)

sup £( |Yt{r¡) - 72(r?)|2p) < CeSp.

Thus,

sup E{ |V¿"(ií) - 7Í;”(’))l2p) £ Ce4”, pe [1,00). (2.3)
^ecrl,í(e)

Using the triangle inequality, properties (2.2), (2.3) and the Lipschitz prop-
erty for 7z(-)> one easily obtains

sup £|a3(Xr,)r^(77)-a3(Xo)75t,(m,í)|29<C'A <?e[l,oo).
veci0(e)

Then, by Chebychev’s inequality

qi(e, 0) < Ce9^-1\ for any q € [1,00).

Since a3(Xo) 7^ 0, (4.1) ensures

/ <*3(^0) 7s? (Vi,*)2 dr)>C £W.

Choose 0 € (3, 3). Then, q2(e,0) = 0 and (2.1) follows.
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Assume now there exists no > 1 with {Xq) = 0 for 0 < n < no — 1 and
(ajj"0^) (Xo) ^ 0 a.s., where for n = 0, — 03. Then,

P | jí |Dn Zs¿ (h, v) 12dr] < e J < 91 (e, (3,6) + q2(e, 0,6)
with

qi(e,0,6) = P¡ f (a3(Xr,){Yshf(r1)~^;tv(m,t))ydV
q2(e,0,6) = p\ f (a3(^)7Íf(r?i,f))2dr?<4£l.

> £

Using (2.3), Chebychev’s inequality and the Lipchitz property for 7z(-), one
easily obtain,

qi(e,P,6) < C £W+0-')9, q e [l,oo). (2.4)
We have

q^{e,0,6) < q2i{e,0,6) + q22(e,0}6),
with

921 (e, 0,6) <P< í (m, 0 (a3(Xr,)
- -L 4no)(X0) (Xr, - X0)no))2^ > 4e} ,

q22(e,0,6) = P I jí ^ ^ (líí'fai.í) ¿y <4"o)(*o) (X„ - Xo)n°ydrj < 16e|.
In the sequel the following inequality will be needed:

sup E{\XV - X0\p) <Ce0p pe [2,00).
0<TÍ1<£^
0<T?2<t

(2.5)

The proof of (2.5) uses the property 03 (Xo) = 0 and the usual procedure
based on Burkholder’s, Hólder’s and Gronwall’s inequalities.
A Taylor expansión for <23 (XV,), Chebychev’s inequality and (2.5) yield

q2i(e,0,ó)<Ce(0+6-^ sup E(\XV - X0|29(no+1))
vecis(e) (2.6)

< C £(-l3(-2no+^+S~Vq.
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We further decompose <722 (£> 0,6) as follows,

q22{e,0, f>) < 9221 (£)/?, f>)+q222{e,0, $),
where

q222(e, —

{L. (/. )2n0 dr] < 64
ic^ie) •' • (n0!);

We examine <7221 (s> /?, ¿O- Assume no > 2. By the mean valué theorem

(Xv - X0)n° - ( í 70,r?2(0,C2)a4(Xo)de)nOJ Rj)

= no — Xo) + (1 — A) 7o,»?2 (0> £2) a4(ATo)<á£

X(x?j- Xq — J to^O^WXo)^), a.s.

no-l

for some A € (0,1) depending on u>.
Set

Mv) = (#(
Mi) = (e(

X(XV — Xo) + (1 — A) f 7o,r72(0) £2) 04(Xo)d£JRrj

r 1 4,n\1/2
Xv-X0-J 7o,^(0,í2)a4(Xo)<¡5| )J .

4q(n0-l)

Then, Chebychev’s and Schwarz’s inequalities yield

9221 (e, 0,6) < Ceq(-0+s sup (Ai(r¡) A2(t}))
veci'W v '

We next prove

sup Ai(77) < Ce2{no~1)l3q,
’neC0,s(£')

sup ^2(77) < Ce3l3q.
vecéis)
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Indeed,

£(1 / 7o,r,2((U2)a4(Xo)d£|P) <Ce0p, pe [l,oc).J Hrj

This inequality, together with (2.5), yields (2.8). In order to prove (2.9) we
notice that

A2{v) < C(a2i(r]) + a22(v) + 023(9)),
where

a21(r,) = E( í
a22(v) = E( | Jr 7v(Z)(<H(Xs)-a4(Xo))dz\49),
0-23ÍV) = E{\ J (lv(0 - 70,7,2 (0,6)) M*o) q)-

Fix r¡ e Cp'g(e). Using 03(^0) = 0 and (2.5), we obtain

sup (021(9) + 022(^7)) < Ce60q.
vec^e) v '

Moreover, the Lipschitz property of 7z(p) implies

sup 023(9)<Cs80q.
^C0,S^)

Consequently (2.9) is completely proved.
The inequalities (2.7), (2.8) and (2.9) give

9221 (e, ¡3,6) < Ce{{~2no+2)0+6-l)q. (2.10)

For no = 1, we also obtain (2.10). Indeed, this follows from (2.9).
The study of the term 9222 (^, (3, <5) is based on the positivity property of the
function 7 given in (4.1). Indeed, since (a^”0^) (Xo) ± 0, (4.1) ensures

(4»,f
> C r í (91 m)2no dpi dr,2 > C(t - es)2n° es =(2no+1)¿3

JO Jt-e6

> (J £¿+(2no+l)/?i
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Choose 0,8 > 0 satisfying

1 — 6 — (2 no + 1) 0 > 0, (2.11)

then 9222(^10, 8) = 0.
Let 8 = 3 = 4rio!+3. It is easy to check that this choice fulfils (2.11) as
well as the following restrictions: 28 + 3 — 1 > 0, 0(2 no + 2) + 6 — 1 > 0.
Henee, the estímate (2.1) follows from (2.4), (2.6) and (2.10). □

We next quote a lemma from [7] needed in the proof of Theorem 2.1. It
follows from the duality between the Malliavin derivative and the Skorohod
integral operator 6. Given a random variable X in O1,2, set ||Í?X||2 =

(DX, DX).

Lemma 2.4 Let Z, £ G D°° satisfying ||D^||_1 6 PlpM-^(H)- Define
Hq(Z, Í) = Z and

Hn+1(Z,0 = 8^Hn(Z,0
Then, for any integers n,q> 1 and p £ (1,00),

\\Hn(Z,0\\q*<C(\\Z\\q+nAnp),

where C is a constant depending on the following norrns:

\\Z\\q+2Anp, ||<£||9+2,4"P and EiiWDtW2)-1}^, with k(n) e N.

Proof of Theorem 2.1 Fix 2 = (s,t) € T\E; Proposition 3.5 of [11] estab-
lishes Xz E D°°. In addition, Proposition 2.3 yields, for v = 0, (fT \Dr)Xz\2dr])~l E
np>iLp(íl). These two properties ensure the existence of a smooth density
for the law of Xz.
Let / be a smooth real function. Denote by F its primitive. We next show,
for any h E (0,1 — s),

(2.12)

Indeed, consider the Taylor expansión up to the second order,

(2.13)
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with

Ai = E(f’(Xa,t){Xa+htt-Xa,tj),
A2 = E((Xs+h,t-Xs,t)2 j\l~v) f"(Z,it(h,v))dv).

We decompose Ai as follows:

3

Ai = ^2 Ah,
i=i

where

Aii = E[f'(Xa<t) ( ('ís+h,t(ri)-'rsAv))a3(Xr,)dW71),
Ai2 = e( f'(Xs,t) ( í (7s+hÁv) - 7í,t(»?)) 04(^77) dr¡

\ JRs,t
rs+h rt

+ J Jq 7s+/i,t(í?) 04(^7,

(rs+h rtf(Xa,t) Js Jo 7-+h'í(^°3(Xv)dWn
Let

KS W = í (7s+h,t(v) - 7s,t(v)) 03(^77) dWn.JRa,t X 7

The integration by parts applied repeatedly implies

¿n = E(F{Xa,t) H2(K% (h), Xa,t)) < HFHoo e(\H2(K$ (h),Xa,t)\).
The random variables Z := (h), £ := X3¿ satisfy the assumptions of
Lemma 2.4, by Proposition 2.3. Consequently,

IA11I < C ||F||oo ||íf« CAJHajo-

Moreover, the Lipschitz property of 7.(7?) implies

Thus

l-^nI < C ||F||oo h.



Let

Kf} (h) = (js+h,t{v)-~fs,t(v)) 04W dV+Js JQ 7s+/i,í (v) 04 (Xn) dr).
As before,

A12 = s(F(As,t)if2(Ag)(/i), ASií))
Í2l

and Lemma 2.4 applied to Z := KaJ(h), £ := Xs,t yields

|A12| < C||F||oo WK^mi^eKCWFW^ h.

Finally, f'{XSit) and //+h Jq ys+h.t iv) aÁXr¡) dWj¡ are independent random
variables. Thus A13 = 0. This shows

l-^iI < C ||F||oo h. (2.14)
We now study A2. We have

E((Xa+htt-XsA2 f"{Za,t(h,v)))=E(F{Za,t(h,v)) H3(Z,0)
with

Z = {Xs+h,t ~ Xs,t)2, £ = Zatt{h, v).
Since the assumptions of Lemma 2.4 are satisfied,

\A2\ < C IIFIloo ||(Xs+M-Xs,t)2||3,64.
In addition

\\(Xa+h,t-Xa,t)2\\n,p<Ch.
Indeed, for n = 0 see, for instance, Proposition 2.5 in [12]. For n > 1 this
can be checked taking into account that Xz € D°°, for any z ET.
Henee

1-^21 < C ||F||<x) h. (2.15)
Thus, the estímate (2.12) follows from (2.13), (2.14) and (2.15). Analo-
gously, for any h £ (0,1 — t)

IE(f(Xa,t+h) - /(Xs,t))| < C llFIU/r. (2.16)
Fix y E M and consider the delta Dirac function 6{yy Let {/n, n > 1}
be a sequence of smooth real functions converging to <5^. By passing to
the limit the estimates (2.12), (2.16) for fn, as n —► 00, we obtain the
Lipschitz property for the mapping 2 —► pz(y)- This finishes the proof of
Theorem 2.1. □
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3 Asymptotic behaviour of the density
Consider the process {Xf, 2 £ T}, £ > 0, obtained from (1.2) by per-
turbation of the noise, with deterministic initial condition x. That means,

(Xf, 2 £ T} is the solution to the equation

e > 0. (3.1)

We assume that assumptions (Hl) to (H3) of section 2 are satisfied and,
therefore, for any 2 £ T\E, the probability law of X£ has a density p£z, for
every e > 0.
The purpose of this section is to prove the following result.

Theorem 3.1 Under (Hl), (H2) and (H3),

with d2(x,y) given by (1.7).

In the proof of this theorem we will use the formulation of Léandre’s and
Russo’s method presented in [10] for general Wiener functionals. For the
sake of completeness we quote these ingredients.
A random vector F : Vt —► Rm is said to be nondegenerate if Fe D°° and
the Malliavin matrix IV = (DF,DF) satisfies

Proposition 3.2 (Proposition 4.4.2 [10]) Let {F£, e £ (0,1]} be a family
of nondegenerate random vectors satisfying

(a) sup ||F£||fcp < 00, for each integer k > 1 and any p £ (l,oc).
£6(0,1]

(b) For any p £ [1,00), there exists N(p) £ [1,00) such that
\\T-¿\\p<e-NW.
r

(c) {F£, e £ (0,1]} obeys a large deviation principie on Km with ¡,¡t,
function I(y), y£Wn.
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Then, if p£ denotes the density of F£,

limsup e2 log p£{y) < -I(y).
EiO

Consider the particular case H = L2(A, ü,p), for some atomless measure
space. Fix a random vector F : Q —> Rm in L2(Q) with Wiener chaos
decomposition F = E(F) + /«(/«)•

Proposition 3.3 For any h 6 H we assume {F(euj + h), £ e (o,i]> c
L2(Q). Set

Hh) =

°° r

£(F) + £* *
¡ An

71=1 JA
fn{s) d hSl ... d hSn, (3.2)

Z{h) =

OO *

y n / /n(a)
n=l jAn

d h$i.. • d hsn-1 d WSn, (3.3)

s = (si,..., sn) •

Then

L2- F(suj + h)
- lim —1

eiO £

-m
= Z{h), (3.4)

where Z(h) is a Gaussian, zero mean random vector.
Moreover, if $ is Fréchet differentiable, the covariance matriz of Z(h) coin¬
cides withT$ := {D$(h), D$(h)}?{ where D denotes the Fréchet derivative.

Prooí. Since E{ |F|2) = n! ||/n||¿2(An) < oo. This implies that the
series in (3.2) is absolutely convergent. Indeed, Schwarz’s inequality yields

S: ll/n||L2(i4n)

Set C = ||h||w. Then
OO i . 00

£ / Us)dhn...ih,n < £ c» ||/„||i.(A.
n=l An n=l

s E
q2n\ */2 1/2

T. n' ll/n|IÍ2(A") ) — (eC — l) ll-F’lh < +00.\n=l
ni

\n=1
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The property F(u> + h) € L2(Q) can be expressed in terms of the Wiener
decomposition of F as follows,

t«fÁI(£(„",) L, .. dS( < oo.

(3.5)
Indeed,

oo .

F(ui + h) = E(F) -+■ / /n(s) d(uj + h)Sl .. ,d(uj + h)Sn
n=l

00 n /*n\ r
= £(f) + E E J /. /n(5) d hSl . • • d hSfc d uJsk+i • * * d ujSn

n= 1 *=0 W ^

= ¿5(F) + f; f; JAt (fAn tfn(S)dhat+1...dhSn's)dusl...duJ9(.e=0 n=i

(3.6)
Condition (3.5) yields, in particular, that the series in (3.3) converges in
L2(fí). In fact, from (3.6) we get

F(u + h) = *(h) + Z{h) + FiH,

with

oo n—2 / \ .

^iM = S S L) / fn(s)dhSl...dhSk d
n=2 fc=0 W ■/A"

u>Sk+1 .. .duiSn (3.7)

and

oo
/* i 00 / 77 \ /* 2

£(l^i|2) = S / , S L o} fn(s)dhSe+1...dhSn dsi...ds¿.
1=2 JA‘ n=í \n ~ V

In order to prove the derivability of e i—► F(eu> + h) we notice that

F{euj + h)~ $(h) = s Z{h) + Ff (<j),

with

oo n-2 / \ .

^fM = S S U £n_<: / fn(*)dhai...dhSkdwak ...
n=2 k=O W

.. du>Sn.
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Thus, it suffices to check L2—lime^o | F( (w) = 0. But, for k G {0,..., n — 2},
n — k > 2 and therefore |e_1 Ff(u/)| < e |Fi(u/) |, with F\ defined in (3.7).
Henee, the derivability is proved.
The covariance matrix of Z(h) is given by

Var (Z(h)) = J ( £ " JAn fn ÍPi • • • j Sn—i) d hSl •.. d hSn_1^j X
, ~ f vt

x y 'y ) n I fn (cj, si,..., Sn_i) d hSl ... dhSn_1J d<7.
n=l ^An

Assume $ is Fréchet differentiable at h € Ti. Then, for any k € H,

D<t>{h){k) = \im
eiO £

Using the expression
oo n / \ *

$(h+ek) = E(F)+T T ( o ) £n~e / fn(s)dhSl...dhStdkSe+1...dkSn,
n=1 £=0 W JM

it is easy to check that
oo ,

D$(h)(k) = Yn / fn(s)dh3l...dhSn_ljAn
dkSn *

Consequently,

r%:=(DQ(h)t D9(h))H = Vax(z(hj). □
Remark 3.4 Assume F € L2+s (Cl) for some 6 > 0; using Girsanov’s theo-
rem it is easy to check that the assumption of Proposition 3.3 is satisfied.

For any y € Rm, let

4(y) = inf {\\h\\2n:$(h) = y, det ((D $ (h), D $ (h))n) > o}. (3.8)
Proposition 3.5 Let F be a nondegenerate random vector. Assume that
the convergence (3.4) stated in Proposition 3.3 holds in the topology of B00
and that $(•) given in (3.2) is Fréchet differentiable. Then, ifps denotes the
density of the random variable F£(uj) = F (ew), e 6 (0,1],

liminf e2 log pe(y) > -i d2ñ(y). (3.9)
ej.0 ¿
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For the proof of this proposition we refer the reader to [10], Proposition 4.4.1.
In the next lemmas we State some ingredients used in the proof of theo-
rem 3.1.

Lemma 3.6 Assume (Hl), (H2) and (H3). For any p > 1, e G (0,1],

II (11)"% < Ce"2, (3-10)

where T£z = fT \Dr X£\2dr.

Proof: Let {Y£ (r), 0 < r < z} be the solution of

Yzs(r) = lz(r)+ í 7z{p)Y£{r) [e a'3(Xsv) dWv + a’4(X£) dr,}.
The Malliavin derivative of X£ is given by

DrX£ = l{r<2}ea3(Xre)y;(r)

and, consequently, T£z — e2 Q£, with

Q£z= í ü3 (X£)2 Yf (r)2dr.
Jrz

The arguments in the proof of the first part of theorem 2.1 show

sup ^(|(Q|)_1|P) < Cp, pe[l,oo).0<£<1 v 7

Therefore (3.10) holds true. □

Assumptions (Hl) and (H2) imply that the mapping H 3 h i—>■ Sz, z 6 T,
defined in (1.6), is infinitely Fréchet differentiable. Moreover, the Fréchet
derivative D Sz is given by

D Sz (k) = í (Dr S*) kT dr, k en.
Jrz

Consider the equation

Jz(r) = lz{r) + f 7z(v) Jv(r) [a3 (s%) hr, + a\ (S^)]dr),J(r,z\ J
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As for the Malliavin derivative Dr Xz, it is easy to check that

DrShz= l{r<z} 03 (Sy) Jz(r).
Set

Thz= f ¡DrS^dr,
JRz

that means, TÍ? is the analogue of the Malliavin matrix in the deterministic
case.

Lemma 3.7 Assume that (Hl) to (H3) are satisfied. Then, for any h gH,
r£ > 0.

Proof: Suppose as(x) ^ 0. For any £ > 0 define, as in section 2, C| ¿(e) =
(0, s13) x (t — ss, t). Set

Bi(e)= f al(x)'y2t(0,t)dr,

B2(e) = f (a3(Sr) Jz(r) - a3(x) 7Sií(0,í)) dr.“'Cf, 1 (e)

Obviously

Thz>^B1(£)-B2(e). (3.12)
Since as(Xo) ^ 0, (4.1) yields

B\{e)>C£2. (3.13)

We will prove

B2{e)<Cez. (3.14)

Indeed, from (3.11), using Schwarz’s inequality and Gronwall’s lemma. we
can check

sup sup \Jz(r)\ < C (3.1.I)
■Z6T r<z

for some finite constant C.

Consequently, for r € C| s (s)

Jz(r) - iz(r) \ < C [ \Jv(r)\(hv + l)dri<C£6/2- (3.1b)J(r,z\
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Moreover

(3.17)sup |S^| < C
zer

\Sr -x\< C'(rir2)1/2, r = (ri,r2), (3.18)
for some constant depending on the Lipschitz constant of the coefficients
and The assumptions (H2), the properties of 7 and (3.15) yield

a¡(Sr) Jz{r)—a${x) 7s,t(0, t) < C {| Jz{r)—yz(r) | + |ri| + |í-r2| + |S*-x| }.
Henee, (3.14) follows from (3.16) and (3.18). By (3.13) and (3.14) there
exists so > 0 such that for any e € (0, £0)) the right hand-side of (3.12) is
strictly positive; thus, > 0.
Assume now <23(x) = 0. Fix /3,6, z > 0 to be determined later. Set

Ax{e,M = \ í 7¡(r) a¡(S?) dr,

Ai (e,/3,8) = í (Jz(r)al(S*)dr.
Cleaxly,

rh >L Z — Shz\2dr> A1(e,f3,6)-A2(e,í3,6). (3.19)

In addition, by (3.16) and (3.17)

A2{e,¡3,6)<C e0+2S. (3.20)

Consider the Taylor expansión of 03 around x, the initial condition of the
evolution equation defining Sz,

03 (S?) = ¿ a3"”’(l) (Sf ‘ X)"° + fo+'ij'j (*) (Sí ~ *)-«,
where x is some point lying between Sp and x.

(3.21)
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Consider also the decomposition 5y — x = Y$= i whh

slr = f 7r(0 a3(S£) di,
= / 7r(0 (o4(5{) -04(x))dÍ,J /?r

-70,r2 (0,6)) <n(x)dZ,

s?= í 70,r2(0,6)a4(x)di.
JRr

The identity (3.21) and the triangle inequality imply

2A1(e,(3,6) >Au(e,p,6)-A12(e,0,6), (3.22)
where

Au = y^)2 (5r4)2nodr,

\ 2no
■"

V2 v n°l j=i

+, <4"0+1)(*hv„,. _ dr.

Moreover,

with

(^tim*-y ,

Au (e, p, 6) > Aui (e, P, 6) - An2 (e, /?, ó) (3.23)

= j ^(ri’‘)(SSÍ!íí)í(SÍ)ÍW‘ir’j9,6' '

= ¿ /c, (^(r)-^(’-i.‘))2(?s^rí)2(sí)2”0,¡r''0,6^
o)Prom (4.1), and since (03 °' 04) (x) / 0, it follows

Am(e,/3,<5) >C f (r1r2)2n°drldr2>C ss^2no+1)l3. (3.24)Jci 7s)
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The rest of the proof consists in finding appropiate upper bounds for Ai2 (e, (3, 8)
and Ai 12 (e, (3,8), respectively.
We have

í 7*(r) 4no) (x)2 (5r1)2no dr < C e(3n°+1 )l3+s. (3.25)

Indeed, for any z = (s,t) e T, \ — x\ < C |sf|. Consequently,

|Sri|2n° <C(rir2)3no
and this yields (3.25).
Analogously,

| 52|2"0 < C(rir2)4no
and therefore

72(r) 4no) (x)2 (S2)2n°dr < C ^4n°+1)0+6.

By the Lipschitz property of 7,

|S3|2n° < C r\n°r^°.
Consequently,

í 7¡(r) 4no) (x)2 (S3)2n° dr < C e(*"o+M+6.

We also have

í 7¡(r) 4no+1) (x)2 (S* - x)2no+2 dr<C e{2no+3)0+6.Jci'b) 3
Then, (3.25) to (3.28) imply

A12 (£, ¡3,8) <C (£(3"0+l)/?+<5 + £(2no+3)/3+6) _

(3.26)

(3.27)

(3.28)

(3.29)

Finally,

AU2(e,f3,8)<C í \t-r2\2 \rir2\2n°dr<C e{2no+1)(3+3S. (3.30)
“'<73,í(£)
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From (3.19), (3.22), (3.23) it follows

Thz>\ Aui (¡r, M~\ ^112 (e, 0, ¿) - \ Ai2 (e, 0,6) - A2 (s, 0,6).
Then,(3.24), (3.30), (3.29) and (3.20) ensure

p/i > q /g(2no + l)/3+<5 g/3+26 g.<5+((3no + l)A(2no+3))/3'j
for some positive constant C.
Choose 0 <0,6 such that 6 > 2uq0. Then (3.31) yields Tz > 0. □

Set yez’h = Xz (slü + h), £ € [0,1], h GH, z gT. The process {yl'h, z GT}
satisfies the equation

y
e,h
z e az (y^,'h) dWn + a3 (y^’h) hv di) + a4 (y^'h) dr?]

and, by uniqueness of solution, y°z'h = Sz.

Lemma 3.8 Assume (Hl) and <Zj: R —► R, i = 3,4, Lipschitz. Then

lim (sup E {\y£z'h - Sz\p)) = 0, pe[l,oo).£1° v zeT '

Proof: It is an easy consequence of Gronwall’s lemma and the following
estimate

sup sup E( \y£z’h\p) < C, (3.32)
0<e<l zeT

for some positive and finite constant C. □

Consider also {Zz, z G T} defined by

2hz = / 7z(n) a3(5j) dWr, + í 7M z% k (5j) hv + a'A (5j)l drj.J Rz J Rz J

Notice that Zz is gaussian, because the Malliavin derivative D Zz is deter-
ministic.

Let Q,n = ^—E—£ € (0,1]. Our next purpose is to study the convergence
of Q'h, as £ l 0, for fixed z GT, h G H, i.e., the derivability of e i—► y£¿h.
Lemma 3.9 Assume (Hl) and
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(H2’) ai, i = 3,4 are Cx-functions with bounded derivatives.
Then

LP-\im(g'h-Z*) = 0, p€ [l,oo),
«lo

uniformly in z ET.

Proof: Fix p € [2, oo). Then,

E — Zz !P) — C (-^í(£>z) + A2(e, z) + A3(e, 2)),
with

Ai (e, z) = E (| f 7z(t?) a3(y*'h) - o3(5j)
\ -'ñz

„ , X „/",/■ , ^ r°3 - «3 (S¡) J lc,h^ ryhM¿2(e,*) = £(|/ 7*W) 1— -a3(5^) Zn] hr, dr¡\ JRz £
'

r , . r«4 (^l - -4 U%)
L £

A3 (ít,z) = £ -<4(s;)zíi<m i.

Burkholder’s inequality and the Lipschitz property of a3 yields

sup Ai(e, z) < C sup E(\y£z’h - S* |p) .
zeT •,c't v 'zeT

(3.33)

By the mean-valué theorem a¿(y^/l) - a,(5^) = a¿(xSjA’') — 5^) , with
X^,/M = A12/^,/l + (1 — A1)^ , for some A1 € (0,1) depending on u>, i = 3. 4.
Consequently, for 1 = 3,4,

a-feí'1') - °i(Sí) -«S(Sj)ZÍ

The typical arguments based on Burkholder’s and Holder’s inequalities mui
Gronwall’s lemma ensure

z6T

Moreover, by Lemma 3.8

sup e(\Z*\p) < C , pe[l,oo].\ /

sup E (irf" - sí r) = sup E ((VJ'ltf* - Sí |p) — 0.zeT v ' z^T v ' £1°
(3 311

zeT
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Consequently,

with limejo o(s) = 0, because of (3.33) and (3.34). Thus, the statement
follows from Gronwall’s lemma. □

In the sequel we will need a strengthening of Lemma 3.9 as follows.

Lemma 3.10 Assume (Hl) and (H2). Then

Um(c*-Zí)=0,
in the topology of D°°.

Proof: Since is deterministic, gaussian and, due to Lemma 3.9, it
only remains to check

P € [1, oo).
We have

Dvy£zh = 1{r¡<z}^a3(y£rl'h) K'h(v) 1

with

(3.35)

(3.36)

= 7,(»7) + / 7*(OM|’'l(r?)[e<4(2/f)dWi + <4(yf)h^
+ «íü/f’*)#] •

Analogously, DnZ!f = l{rj<2}03(5^)iV^(77), where

N*(V) = 7*fa) + 7*(í)JV?fa) [a'3(S})hz + a^(S*)] .
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Then

< C (Ci(e,z) + C2{s,z)j ,

with

Cy(e,z) = E

C2(s,z) = E

(asiy^iM^W-N^fdn
— S%f \Nz(r])\2dr)

P/2'

p/2

Similar arguments as these used in the proof of Lemma 3.8 show

sup E (|M¡'h(V) - iVzft(r?)|p) —r 0 , p € [1, oo).

In addition supr)<2 \N^(r¡)\ < C. These properties together with (3.32)
yield (3.35).
The validity of (3.36) is a trivial consequence of the following fact: for

D3V Vzh = l{o<m<...<ii<z}Kh(ri) - (3-37)
V = with sup0<m <.<,,.<* E(\Rez’h(r))\P) < C, pe [1, oo).
Indeed, (3.37) can be easily checked recursively. □

In [11] we have proved that the family {Xe,e > 0} of Solutions to (3.1),
satisfies a large deviation principie, on the space of continuous functions
defined on T with valué x on the axes. The rate function is given by

I(g) = inf jllMIti :«*=«[•
This is a well-know consequence of the following estimate (see [11], Theo-
rem 4.4):
Assume (Hl) and
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(H2”) a¿ : R —► R, i = 3,4 are bounded, Lipschitz functions.
For all h G Ti, 6, R > 0, e G [0,1], there exists a > 0 such that

pj sup\Xez - Sz | > 6, sup \eWz — /i| < q| < exp ^ . (3.38)
As a consequence we obtain the following result.

Proposition 3.11 Assume (Hl) and a¿ := R —* R, i = 3,4, Lipschitz.
Fix z € T\E. Then, the family of random variables {Xez, e G [0,1]} satisfies
a large deviation principie with rate function

I(y)= inf = yj.
Prooí: If the coefficients au ¿ = 3,4, are bounded, the result follows by the
contraction principie of large deviations. For a¿, i = 3,4, Lipschitz we use
a localization procedure as follows. Let

Te(6) = inf i t: sup \X¡ — S^\ > 61 A 1, <5>0.
I J

Set re(8) = (T%6),T£(6)y Notice

sup \Xl\ < 6 + sup | < C. (3.39)
z<T*(é) z€T

The left hand-side of (3.38) coincides with

P< sup \XZ — Sz | > 6, sup ¡£ Wz — h\ < a
{ z<Te{6) zer

and, because of (3.39), the coefficients a¿, i = 3,4, can be supposed to be
bounded. □

We can now give the proof of the main result of this section.
Prooí oí Theorem 3.1 Let Fe = X£, the solution to (3.1) at a fixed point
2 G T\E. In [11] we have proved Xz G D°°. The same arguments used to
show this fact also prove supe€(0jl] ||Xf ||fciP < oo, for any integer k > 1,
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p £ (l,oo). This property, together with Lemma 3.6 and Proposition 3.11,
ensure the assumptions of Proposition 3.2. Consequently,

limsup £2 log p£z(y) < - \d2{x,y).
£|0 ¿

Lemma 3.10 yields the validity of the hypothesis of Proposition 3.5, with
<$(h) = Sz. In addition, Lemma 3.7 yields that d2R{y) defined in (3.8) coin¬
cides with d2(x,y). Henee, by (3.9),

liminf s2 log p£z(y) > - \d2(x,y). □

We finish this section by analyzing the finiteness of d2(x, y). This problem is
related with the positivity of the density p\{y)- Carrying out the programme
developed in [5] for equation (1.2) for x := Xq deterministic, one could obtain

{pz(y) > o} = {y; 3hen: shz =y}.
Therefore,

d2{x,y) < oo&p£z(y) > 0.

Consequently, if d2(x,y) = oo, Theorem 3.1 is trivial.
By Proposition 4.1.2 in [10],

O

' '

\Pez{y) > O} = suppPo (X|)_1, (3.40)
where supp P o (Xz) 1 denotes the topological support of the law of Xe.
The set supp P o (Xz) 1 is a closed interval (a closed and connected set,
by a result of [2]). Notice that, since P o (X¿) 1 is absolutely continuous,
(3.40) ensures {p£z{y) > 0} <f>.

Proposition 3.12 Assume 0,3 (z) ^ 0, for any z € IR. Then

{y : d2(x,y) < 00} = K.

Proof: Fix y 6 R. We first prove the existence of kz € H such that if

f(z):=x+ 72(r?)Mr?) dr¡,
Jr2
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Then f(z) = y.
Indeed, (4.1) yields //^ 7z(í?)2<^í7 > 0. Let

ol{z) = (y-x

Then, kz(r]) = a{z)^z(v¡) satisfies f(z) = y.
For any £ G Rz set

/(O = x+ í kz{r)) dif
J R$

and for any r¡ € Rz define

hz{r¡) = -
Q4(f(y)) ~ kz(r¡)

«3 (f(v))

(3.41)

(3.42)

(3.41) and (3.42) yield

/(£) = x + 7t(r¡) [03(/(»?)) hz(rt) + a4(/(r?))] dr¡, £ € Rz .

Thus, /(£) = 5^2, £ € i?2. In particular y — S^z and henee
<¿2(x, y) < oo. □

4 Appendix
We eollect here the results on the Green function, which have been used in
the paper. Their proofs are given in [11]. We recall that the Green function
corresponding to the second order differential operator £ defined in section
1 is given as the solution on {(it,u) : (0,0) < (u,v) < (s,t)} of

"

d27s,t(uiv)

(P){

dudv
dy9lt(u,v)

du
dlsÁuiv)

V

dv
7s,t(u>v) =

d(ai(u, u)7S|t(u,u)) d(a2(u, v)ya,t(u,v))
dv du

= —ai(u,v)r/s,t{u,v), when v = t,

=—a2(u,v)~is,t(uiv), when u = s,

1, when u = s and v = t.

= 0.

Here are some properties of 7:
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Boundedness:

sup sup \~ís,t(u,v)\ <C.
(s,t)eT (u,v)<(s,t)

Lipschitz property:

sup ¡7s,í(ü,?7) -7s,t(u,u)| < C{\ü-u\ + |ü — ul} , (ü,v),(u,v) < (s,t),
(s,t)eT

sup |7s,í(u,u) —v)| < C{|s- s| + |í- í|} , (s,£),(s,í) > (u,v),
(u,v)eT

Positivity: From (P) we obtain

7s,t(s,v) = exp

73,t(u,t) = exp

Consequently,

0 < v < t,

0 < u < s.

inf 7st(s,v)>0 and
o<v<t ’ n>f 7s,t(u,t)0<u<s

> 0.

(4.1)
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